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All right folks, please join me in prayer! 

 

Pastor Sean’s Opening Prayer 

Father, we thank You this day in this beautiful ocean side area. Father, we thank You for leading the 

micro and the macro here together as one. We know there's a Palm Beach area where President Trump 

is preparing many things. Father, we come down to pray here with your Holy Spirit. We know that 

You love the water, love the ocean side, especially being on the ocean, and You have dominion over 

the ocean which would touch and connect all the continents of the world.  

 

So we thank You for leading us here to Florida, also connecting to Texas and allowing the expansion 

and southern providence to develop and burgeon. Father, we give You the praise, glory and honor 

this day with all the kingship lines gathered here, praying in the blessed central families’ names Amen, 

and Aju! 

 

All right! Good morning, folks! If you have your Bibles, let's go to Psalm 36 

 

 

Psalm 36.  To the choirmaster. Of David, the servant of the LORD. ESV 

 

36 Transgression speaks to the wicked deep in his heart;[a]there is no fear of God  before his eyes. 
2 For he flatters himself in his own eyes that his iniquity cannot be found out and hated. 
3 The words of his mouth are trouble and deceit; he has ceased to act wisely and do good. 
4 He plots trouble while on his bed; he sets himself in a way that is not good; he does not reject evil. 
5 Your steadfast love, O LORD, extends to the heavens, your faithfulness to the clouds. 
6 Your righteousness is like the mountains of God; your judgments are like the great deep; 

    man and beast you save, O LORD. 
7 How precious is your steadfast love, O God! The children of mankind take refuge in the shadow of your wings. 
8 They feast on the abundance of your house, and you give them drink from the river of your delights. 
9 For with you is the fountain of life; in your light do we see light. 
10 Oh, continue your steadfast love to those who know you, and your righteousness to the upright of heart! 
11 Let not the foot of arrogance come upon me, nor the hand of the wicked drive me away. 
12 There the evildoers lie fallen; they are thrust down, unable to rise. 

 

 

Amen! 

So we are in Psalm number 36. David is in the midst of struggles, being pursued by Saul. They're 

trying to murder him, trying to kill him, and trying to destroy the anointing that God has given onto 

-
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him. Now in the midst of that, he's also writing these beautiful poems. You can see that he doesn't 

only have Saul coming after him, but he also has the whole army of Saul that is seeking to get him. 

Now you can imagine the situation David was in. He was right under Saul, and he was actually being 

praised by Saul; he had gone out, fought wars and killed tens of thousands the people. People were 

praising him, and Saul got jealous. Saul has killed thousands; David has killed tens of thousands! 

 

So, they started getting jealous and it brewed up inside, eventually of course not only Saul, but also 

the different people that are in the forms of government, plotting against him, seeking to undo him, 

and David has to run and be a fugitive. He's got to run away and be hidden. And that's why we hear 

about the caves of Ziklag; that's where David is, in the caves, and he is literally bugging out. He's 

literally on the run so to speak, and of course he has the forces of government and Saul coming to get 

him. 

 

Now it's interesting with David, because eventually of course David takes the throne, but again he has 

problems with what? He has women problems! Women problems come and bite him, eventually 

bringing him down. He had a mighty reign, but towards the end he starts falling because of the issue 

of women, and taking on different wives from different cultures and allowing those different cultures 

to bring in Satanism and the sacrifice of children, and all those kinds of satanic behaviors that were 

brought in by the many wives that he took on.  

 

Now, we're here in Palm Beach; we're here in this more secluded beach area. It's a beautiful breeze 

and it's a little windy because the storm is coming in, apparently. That's okay, but if you guys think 

this is cold, we came out in -12 F with the wind-chill in PA; minus 12! That's the day we left; it was 

minus 12, okay, with the wind-chill. So, this is over oppressively hot for us right now! I can't even 

imagine your summers! It’s got to be sweltering. 

 

But, the point is: Father loved the ocean side; he loved being in the ocean. And when we think about it 

the ocean connects all the continents; it touches every single land on this earth, right. It's almost like 

grace! God's grace wants to touch all continents, all four corners.  

 

In the last chapter of Mark, as Christ passes on, in Matthew 28 after his resurrection, and in Acts 1:8, 

Jesus gives his disciples the command of the Great Commission,”  

 

“Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost” 

 “and ye shall be witnesses unto me”  
 

So the Great Commission goes also to the four ends of the earth. The ocean represents that; it 

represents touching all those continents, being in contact with all those continents. Now it's interesting 

because in the time of David, Israel and the different areas leading into Jerusalem, there are not a lot of 

big waterways; as you know if you've been there, it's more like a desert. There's of course the spring of 

Gihon in Jerusalem, the main spring area that water flows from; other than that there's not a lot of 

huge water in that region.  
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But we know that in general the Mediterranean, which is not exactly around Jerusalem but in that 

general area, was critical for evangelism, as the Gospel was being preached, and as early Christians 

went out, and remember, risked their lives to preach the Gospel and stand up against the different 

cultures that were dominant in that day.  

 

 

Battle between good & evil 

Now we think in the modern world that the Left and Socialism, Communism, political Satanism is 

new, but it's not. It's the oldest form of centralized power, centralized government; it’s the oldest form 

of ideological, political, organization that the world has ever known. It's an ancient form; it's not new, 

it's not modern. It's told to the young people that it's new and modern, and it's trendy and cool, but it's 

a lie. It's completely ancient, it's completely old; it's pretty archaic.  It's the earliest form of tyranny. 

 

That's what of course the Left is bringing; they're bringing the tyranny of Socialism and Communism. 

Many people in this area from the Cuban community, like big rapper Pitbull are now coming out 

saying, “We hate Communism! We're from Cuba. We got out of Communism and we hate it. We don't want it 

here in America!” So, actually Trump has a big Latino support base in Florida right. Is that true? (Yes) 

 

Now obviously for our church community, True Father being from North Korea, and of course 

fighting Communism his entire life and spending billions of dollars fighting Communism around the 

world, we understand the danger of Communism and the danger of Socialism. Because it's not just an 

ideology or it's not just a political opinion; it manifests into real political power which then manifests 

into real force, and manifests into real killing. That's what every genocidal tyrannical Socialist, 

Communist, ideological framework- run system leads to it. It always leads to genocide of the political 

opponents; there's no example where it doesn't lead to the killing and the erasing of the opposition! 

 

Look at what they're doing in modern America right now, with the censorship, with the shutting 

down; they're getting rid of free speech! HR1 is being passed through the House and that's now going 

to the Senate, which is bad. That's a “big bad”; basically it starts stripping down the Second 

Amendment rights. It puts California laws over the entire nation!  

 

All that is being pushed through! Why? Because there's one thing about the Commies: they're bold. 

They're very bold; they're very, very, bold. They're not nice; they're vicious. As Trump said, “They're 

vicious and they're bold!” Unfortunate history favors the bold. They of course usurped power. They 

took it by stealing the election, by statistical vertical growth, by six different states changing election 

laws, literally within a week to a month - even Pennsylvania was a couple of months -before the 

election, because of the corona scam. Total fraud! Because they were that worried about sovereignty, 

and that worried about a populist movement - a movement that is protecting freedom- rising up in 

America!  

 

Of course they're losing power over the Black vote, because there a large population of Black Trump 

supporters now rising. Also, Latinos had the greatest turnaround in terms of employment rates, 
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etcetera. Now the support is growing in the different minority communities, so the Democrats who 

are led by the white- elite establishment cannot use the minority communities as efficiently.  

So they're trying to implode America, bring in the Third World, and of course kill America. They have 

to kill off America because if they kill off this example of freedom, and make everybody poor here, 

they have total control and can swoop in as the saviors. Of course their thesis is that government is the 

savior, government will provide for you; government is your daddy, which of course it is not. 

 

It is in the archangel Luciferian position, and Lucifer is not your daddy! Amen! (Amen!) That's what 

the people have to realize in this critical time, where there is all this incredible fighting and there's a 

real existential battle for America. Because it's not only fighting in terms of different opinions; it is an 

existential battle! It is a battle between civilizations, a battle between cultures; a battle between entire 

kingdoms so to speak. And we see that the battle is between good and evil. 

 

 

The Left & Socialism Communism 

Now, in the Kingdom of God, and under the Cheon Il Guk Constitution there is freedom; there is 

freedom. The government cannot regulate businesses, they cannot regulate human behavior; they 

cannot regulate this or that. They cannot even regulate drugs, right; they cannot regulate guns. This is 

prohibited. But when people will ask, “Well, in the Kingdom of God for example there are no drug wars; 

drug wars are illegal. It is prohibited for the Federal Government which cannot grow beyond 10% GDP, to 

launch any wars against non-state actors. So what does that mean? Well, you're going to have explosion in drug 

use. You're going to have explosion in drug addiction, explosion in drug-related deaths and violence etc!”  

 

No! The opposite is true! Not because we support drugs; drugs are bad! Kids, stay away from drugs! 

It destroys life and can lead you to other things, and different connections or bad things can happen. 

Of course there are people who use drugs – it does mean that it didn't happen too- but the probability 

is larger that it can lead you to other things that are deleterious for you, and especially your spiritual 

life! 

 

But the point is: when the government regulates it, it creates more problems. It creates privatized 

prisons, which then basically imprisons huge targeted minority groups. In America it's like the Black 

community has been targeted, especially the males. Also with the Welfare State! By the way, if you 

want to get your Welfare check, you have to show that you're divorced. So of course it incentivizes 

divorce, splits the Black family up. They used to be 80% plus strong intact Christian homes in the 

Black communities; strong men, strong alpha males leading, godly women, a godly mom, there 

leading to protect the family, and of course kids who understood parent-child relationship and they 

wanted to honor their parents, but also develop their talents etc. So the Black community was strong! 

 

Of course, every Socialist and every Commie knows that you got to divide the family and destroy the 

family to take down a strong society; you must! Now you can do it by warfare, you can do it by guns; 

you can do it by other means, or you can do it by brainwashing the next generation. Because as the 

Founding Fathers said, “Freedom is only a generation away!” If you lose it, the next generation gets 
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brainwashed into Socialism, Communism, into Leftism, into cultural Marxism, into Hollywood- all 

this kind of liberal ideology.  

They are unknowingly thinking that they're doing righteous things and they're thinking that they're 

on a moral crusade; that's why they call themselves, “Social Justice Warriors”. They think they're on a 

righteous crusade, but they're pawns, being sucked in like the Brown Shirts or the Nazi youth to bring 

in power for the elite! It doesn't help them, and of course they're the ones that first get thrown under 

the bus when they help those Communist movements wherever they may rule.  

 

But, see, they know that the young, they don't have proper amygdala function yet; they can't think 

long term well. Their brains are not fully developed, so they're easy to brainwash at a young age. 

That's why they start them real young, teaching them atheism through evolution, at five years old! 

Teaching them God doesn't exist; this is all “survival of the fittest,” and basically, unfortunately, it 

leads to philosophical nihilism, which is the idea that there is no real meaning in the universe, and 

that meaning has to be created by yourself. Of course that ultimately leads to idolatry and self-

worship which is Satanism!  

 

Why? Because if you can create meaning by yourself, and if you can create values by yourself that are 

absolute moral values, then you are putting yourself in the position of God! Hitler believed that; he 

thought he was a god. He thought he was the Uebermensch. He thought he would be able to create his 

own values, pursue his own meaning.  

 

You see, the problem with that is that if human beings are able to pursue their own meaning and 

pursue their own value and determine that for themselves, then everything is relative: the man who 

says, “I'm going to do good and I'm going to serve the poor,” and the man who says, “Uh, you know, I'm 

going to go eat my neighbors.” Relatively! 

 

“We're all just amoebas flying on a rock in space, and in the end it doesn't mean anything anyway. It's all going 

to collapse in the cold death of the universe thermodynamic show down; it's going to collapse into coldness and 

the sun's going to die, and we’re all going to die out etc. We're all going to die! Even the universe is going to go; 

the suns are all going to go. So in the end all this is meaningless. Trying to do good is meaningless; it doesn't 

matter! Just enjoy, now, now, now!” 

 

Of course that leads to what? That leads to evil! It leads to tremendous Satanism, it leads to 

tremendous self-worship; it leads to tremendous hedonism, relativism. These philosophies become 

the framework of society, which then becomes immoral, because these frameworks are fundamentally 

immoral. 

 

The Left and political Satanism control and belief in the state, in growing centralized government, this 

is evil! Why? Because centralized government equals force. It doesn't equal helping you; it is force. 

Every law that a government makes is a death threat to you! If you don't abide by the law, you will 

get fined. If you don't abide by those fines, you will get a visit; you will probably get warrants out for 

your arrest. If you don't abide by those things, people with guns will come to get you, and if you resist 
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them you'll probably be shot dead! You understand? Every regulation, every government law is 

backed by the power of guns and force! 

 

So, in the end, the Commies and the Leftists they say they don't like guns! They love guns! They just 

love it in their own hand; that’s the elitist, okay! Leftism, Socialism, Communism is the most evil. It's 

elitist. Unfortunately it’s used for racism; in Hitler's case with genociding the Jews. So it's a very racist 

doctrine.  

 

Maj Toure who's big in the Black community and he runs Black Guns Matter, he always is teaching, 

“Gun control is racist, because the first gun control laws in America were to disarm Blacks!” You understand? 

Because Blacks were getting guns to defend their families, and even some of the major Civil Rights 

leaders were sitting on the porches with guns to defend themselves from the Ku Klux Klan, which 

was real and of course was Democrat- run and had CIA operators in there for decades. 

 

The point is: government always, always, lies to the people, saying that it will be the savior, saying 

that it will save you, that it will defend you. This is the whole thing with the corona scam as they 

implode the middle class. Not in Florida so much, because you guys are still open! Texas, open! 

Mississippi, open! Alabama open! Pennsylvania is still late because we got Commie Wolf up there.  

 

But the point is: businesses are able to open, right. Did Florida have mask mandate? (No) No mass 

mandate! Okay, good! That's great! So now you can walk in, wear a mask. If you're totally scared and 

live paranoid, wear a mask; go ahead, you know, go ahead! If you don’t want to, don't wear it. 

Because you see 99.9% recover, and the people who die with corona -which is sad, of course- it’s 

because of comorbidities and different related things that they've been dealing with for 20 -30 years. 

 

The point is: that scam is used to do what? To hurt the middle class businesses nationally. Why? 

Because it can't let the normal person find their way out. You see, when you have freedom and you 

have a free market, then people are able to use their God-given creativity to exercise sovereignty. They 

can start up their business. This idea can materialize into the form of a product or service, and it will 

benefit other people. And depending on how much it benefits the other people is how much they'll be 

rewarded, and how much money they’ll make. So it's directly proportional to how much you can 

serve and help people. Now that doesn't mean it's all perfect, but it's way better than Socialism, 

Communism, which is centralized to a few hundred or thousand people who then make all the laws, 

all the regulations. 

 

You have people who are making gun regulations up here, on guns they don't even understand! 

Sheila Lee Jackson is famous for saying, “I picked up an AR-15; it was like 10 UPS boxes heavyweight!” 

Are you kidding? I can pick up my AR with two fingers; two fingers! You understand? The Queen can 

carry that AR with three fingers, no problem! Give me a break! They don't know what they're talking 

about; they're completely, completely delusional! 
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But of course they have the main apparatus of mind- washing. They have the cultural apparatus; they 

have the media which is of course another arm. Remember in Socialist doctrine, Communism, 

Marxism, always the media must be captured, because the media is feeding the brain of the 

population, and if you can get that, 90% percent of that will be fed into the people, and they will 

believe what they hear; they will believe it! Especially that's why you see now Big Tech trying to come 

after social media, because they don't want young people to hear the opposite view. They don't want 

them to hear a conservative view, they don't want them to hear Officer Tatum, they don't want them 

to hear Candace Owens; they don't want them to hear Tomi Lahren! You know what I mean?  

 

They don’t want them to hear all these different thinkers that are out there, that are speaking truth; 

they're very intellectual, and when they debate, they always defeat the Leftists. But they don't want 

those debates up. Steven Crowder, he's notorious for killing Leftists and debating and murdering 

them on the debate field, and making fun of them. Not like an ad hominem attack, but just like 

making fun of their ideas, which are so weak!  

 

The point is: they don't even want those debates up, because they say it triggers them, it triggers them; 

it makes them feel offended! And because it makes them feel offended, you have to shut down those 

ideas, and the only ideas that will work are big government; the only idea that is okay is the Left. 

 

It's unfortunate, because a lot of these groups get sucked into that, because the Left teaches, “Oh, well, 

you know, Jesus and all the religions taught us that we should help the poor. Thus we should have welfare! Some 

religions teach us to stay away from intoxicants. So we should regulate drugs! Some religions, like Buddhism or 

Jainism teach us to be pacifist, so we should take away all the guns!” Now it's okay if you believe that, but 

you don't get to impose your belief on other people. Amen! 

 

If you want to be a pacifist, go ahead, but when the bad guys come I'll be waiting for him with the gun. 

Okay? You understand? Because you're not going to help with pacifism when the crazy people come 

in who many times are on psychotropic drugs, and then shoot up churches or schools etc. You're not 

going to stop them with waving or dance or ballet. Cuomo is saying he's going to bring New York's 

economy back, and he has the artsy people dancing in the street; street dancing is going to bring New 

York back after Cuomo destroyed it, folks! These people are the height of lunacy; literally IQ of a 60 or 

probably below! 

 

But the point is: when you look at all those things - of course the Bible talks about it very clearly in 

Psalm 36 verse 1, “There is no fear of God before His eyes.” In the end the Leftist Socialist Communist 

political Satanist trust in government, trusts in an institutional organization over God. That's the 

difference; this is the big difference between the left and the right generally speaking!  

 

Yes! There are some “Christians” on the Left that believe that Jesus was gay and believe that Jesus was 

a transgender; obviously going against 2,000 years of biblical history! And of course it has never, 

never been accepted in Christianity, because the basic of Christianity is that Christ is also God, who is 

Yahweh! 
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Also in the Old Testament, God Himself is the Holy Chief of the armies; he's the Captain of the armies. 

He's the One that goes into battle with the people of Israel and He's the One who goes and fights the 

evil societies that are murdering their children. That's abortion culture, right, but in the ancient times 

it's forced birth, killing the babies saying, “that's good”; destroying marriage and promoting 

licentiousness, different types of sexual modalities, homo-sex, bi-sex, bestiality, pedophilia, all these 

things!  

 

The slipping slide always leads in the same direction, always the same predictable format, always the 

same program since time immemorial. These are not new ideas; these are completely ancient, archaic, 

old, old, old, old, ‘ashtray’ cultures! But that's what they try to bring, because they know that 

destabilizes the family; it destabilizes marriage, it destabilizes the familial institution, and it 

destabilizes society. So now you can conquer it with Socialism, Communism, centralized government, 

and make the few who have the reins of power tremendously, tremendously rich! 

 

That's of course why the Cubans here hate Castro in Cuba, because they've seen it; they've seen what 

happens. If you're in with the government you are set, but if you're not in with the government you 

are in big trouble; big, big, trouble.  

 

Even if you try to eke out a small little existence on a taco stand in the middle of the street somewhere, 

they will still come after you, and say, “Do you have your papers? Have you paid your tax? Do you have a 

permit to be on this street, etc?” They will still harass you, given all the impediments that are put against, 

and then of course not even allow you to operate a business. They'll take that revenue. 

 

So the point is: these systems are based on immorality, theft, deception and of course in the end 

murder, because none of these systems can operate without the threat of force. That's why when the 

usurper Biden came into power and stole it in front of everybody's eyes in the obvious, obvious, steal 

of the presidential election…  Look, you can't go to China and jump in and then steal the House from 

Xi Jinping! You'll be shot dead! You will be killed! You will be waging war against that continent and 

that nation. But yet they can do it here, and everything is okay! 

 

 

No time for retirement 

No! No! There's a tremendous angst, and everybody knows what has happened. That's why Trump 

supporters are saying, “President Trump has finally come out of the caves of Ziklag!” He was gone for a 

little while; he was in hiding. I'm sure he was getting a lot of pressure from many different angles 

trying to tell him to stop and to run away, “Don't! Don't do this! Don't take it! Don't get up in there! 

Don't play this game again,” etc, all these kind of things! But he decided, “Okay, I'm going to bite the 

bullet! Hey!” He's a 70 -year- old -plus man; he's an old man! He's going to go at some point! You 

might as well go out fighting! Amen! You might as well go out fighting! (Cheers &Applause) 

 

And that's the point: a lot of you folks in the 50s, 60s, 70s, you folks, you've seen of course the hippie 

area, all these things. You folks are just beginning, okay; don't stop! You have no time for retirement; 
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this is the time to fight! Because without the 60- and 70-year-old folks, without you conservatives, 

there's nobody left in America!  

 

The younger population is so brainwashed by public school and pop culture and media - although 

there's a big nice conservative movement, maybe 20 % et cetera - but there's a mass population of 

brainwashed cultural Marxists and cultural Commies, in America now! Thanks to your government 

school system which stole your money through taxes! All the money you earned, they take it and they 

raise your kids in the opposite ideology! But of course that's how they always work! 

 

You remember how angry they were when President Trump said, “I'm going to build a wall, and I'm 

going to make Mexico pay for it!” Remember this? Well, the reason why they were so angry is because 

they do the same thing. They build the schools, they steal your money doing it, and then they 

brainwash your kids the opposite way, so they hate you and divide your family. 

 

The point is: the Socialist and Communist program is very old! 500 years before Christ, Plato was 

writing this in the Republic, where he had The Allegory of the Cave etc. He talked openly about 

centralized government. He said, “The state must own the children.” He said, “The state must own the 

children!” That is: the parents do not have sovereignty, ownership over the children! In fact the state, 

the state must own the children, so we must sever parental bonds! Plato wrote about this 500 years 

before Jesus Christ; that is 2,500 plus years ago! So don't give me this stuff that this is new! This is old, 

old, old, old, old; very old!  

 

Of course they need to do that, because if they can divide up the marriages, if they can turn man and 

woman against each another, if they can turn parents and children against one another, if they can 

divide the family structure, now they have nobody protecting that society.  

 

 

Training 

When the Rod of Iron Riders were coming down here; Florida, it's hot weather; this is Bike Week in 

Daytona area. I told them, “Boys! There are going to be naked ladies, girls in g-strings running around! You 

better watch your mind; you understand? When you are around that stuff, you have to take control of your mind, 

have dominion over your mind! Amen! (Amen!) And by the way just to remind you, your wives are praying for 

you every day. They're doing conditions; they're doing everyday prayer.” They even sent us a report because 

they're a prayer group.  

 

I asked them to  

pray for their husbands,  

pray for Cain and Abel,  

pray for the Florida providence,  

pray for Trump, and the micro and macro,  

pray for the nation at large.  

So they're doing that prayer service and prayer condition right now! Let's give it up for those sisters, 

the young queens right there! (Applause) 
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And everything those g -string girls got, your queen's got! She got more, baby! She got more, because 

she's got God in her heart, she's got godly values; she's in the civilization of the Kingdom of God, she's 

powerful and she's also training, so she's becoming a woman warrior et cetera. She’ll be able to defend 

the children etc.  She's not a push around; she's not a weak woman, right. Like the Queen! She may 

look like a weakling girl but she will choke your neck out, okay. Shoot them Commies -  in a bad 

situation, okay! 

 

All right, the point is: these are sissies. That's why they don't like the Second Amendment, that's why 

they don't like the “assault rifle,” because it empowers the young ladies. And the girls shoot real good 

in the Peace Police, Peace Militia training; they shoot excellent! 

 

Even in Texas Mrs. Park blessed Shinjun and the younger kids with training. They went hog hunting 

and in the midst of all that chaos, and hogs running around squealing and shooting and red lights and 

green lights flashing all over the place in the middle of night- one guy had thermals; everybody was 

blind, because it was night- and everybody was shooting, and everybody was safe because of the 

training. The training helps! Even in that chaotic situation, they were able to manipulate their controls 

properly; they were able to do what they had to do, and catch those Jihadi pigs. We ended up calling 

the pigs “Jihadis” in the end! They were able to catch them and shoot them and get many of them. 

 

The point is: of course the girls too! The vets that took us here said, “Man! Your daughter was killing it 

over there! She was doing fantastic!” Why? Because they feel empowered seeing sisters! That's right! 

Amen! They see sisters being empowered and becoming stronger, unlocking epigenetics, right, getting 

rid of the weakness, getting rid of the constant victimization mentality that's pumped into them at 

school! No! They learn how to work hard, they learn how to grind; they learn how to fight, learn how 

to get at it! This is what the warrior martial artist learns! Amen!  

 

This is very important, because without this you won't have a country; you won’t have a civilization, 

folks! Because there are always more aggressive alpha cultures with very strong ideological 

backgrounds, that are many times steeped in religion like Islam, massive, and of course is tied in with 

a political ideological framework, which is not based in freedom; which is based in tyranny, tyranny!  

 

And of course when a society becomes weak and it becomes so confused that it can't even tell if a man 

is a man or a woman is a woman, and they're creating all these ridiculous “scholarly works” on how 

you can choose, and a three-year-old child should be able to have reassignment surgery, all this kind 

of insanity, now you are at a societal level when predators watch you and your nation, and they're 

laughing at you. Because your society is so mucked up, you can't even determine how to prepare 

against the predators that are coming! You see what I'm saying, folks? That's why weak societies 

always end up dying in the waste bin of history!  
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Love God, Love your neighbor 

Of course there has to be balance because  

there has to be love in that society,  

there has to be goodness in that society, 

there has to be the act of service in that society! 

 

That's why it has to be a society based on Christ who said “Love God, love your neighbor!” That's the key 

of the Commandments. We have the Ten Commandments and there are many other Mosaic Law 

Commandments, but we have the essence, “Love God and love your neighbor as you love yourself!”  

If you love yourself, and you protect yourself, then you should protect your neighbor! That system, 

that fundamental ethic of caring for God first, honoring His ways first, and then protecting your 

neighbor! Whom you may not like, whom you may disagree with, who may aggravate you, and 

whose dog gets in your trash, or whatever the case may be; you may not like your neighbor, but the 

point is: there's an ethic of protecting your neighbor. 

 

The corona scam is meant to destroy that; the corona scam is meant to tear down neighborly bonds. 

Instead of loving your neighbor and protecting your neighbor, you're supposed to report your 

neighbor for having more than four or five gathered in a house, when the governor said, “Only four 

can gather.” 

 

This is a type of individualized isolated craziness and evil- but selfishness is really what it is - that 

they want the civilian population to have, so that they feel morally righteous like, “Yes! I'm reporting 

my neighbor for having one more person than the governor mandated! Yes! I'm doing my social responsibility! 

Look how good I am! Yes! I'm a Social Justice Warrior!” You're not doing anything good! You're 

destroying society. You're destroying society, you are hurting the communal fabric, and you're 

making an allegiance to the state, to the government, to the Commies, greater than the people who 

live right next to you! 

 

These people who live in DC, who live in Harrisburg, live in Tallahassee, Florida’s capital, they live 

somewhere else, and they're regulating here. They're telling you, “You can't cut down that palm tree, you 

can't do this or that on your property; you can't put up a little shed!” These people don't even live next to 

you, folks! Are you with me? This is the kind of overreach that political Satanism always creates.  

 

 

Marxism Communism is a religion 

And that's why it's dangerous! Because it's a religion -which it is- it is a religion, because Marxism 

Communism, political Satanism, it is a religio-political cult. They call Christians a cult, they call 

Trumpers a cult; they call us a cult! They are the cult! They have the idea of a savior.  

Who is the savior in Marxism Communism? The savior is the proletariat; they believe they are the 

saviors. They believe they are the ones who are going to get rid of the wealthy land owners, and 

they're the ones that are going to save the country from greed, from selfishness, from poverty, from 

inequality etc.  They believe they're going to do that! Are you with me, folks? So there is the idea of 

the savior in Marxism: the savior is themselves; it's worshipping yourself!  
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And then of course there is the idea of the root of evil. In Christianity we have the root of evil. It’s 

what? Sin, disobedience to God; and that leads to sexual licentiousness. It leads to sexual immorality 

and abominations, and cultures that kill babies and destroy marriage and do all manner of satanic 

thing. But the point is: it comes from sin! That's what they call the root of evil story or narrative in 

Christianity. 

 

But guess what? Marxism has a root of evil narrative as well, folks, and that is: human beings are 

poisoned by greed. They believe they're fighting greed, and by fighting greed, they're fighting 

Capitalism which equals greed. Because with Capitalism and freedom in markets, then certain people 

are able to acquire a lot, and certain people aggregate a lot, and certain peoples “oppress other people” 

by their riches. They don't of course take into consideration that the people who usually make more 

money donate more, and if they're conservative they donate more than liberals. This is the statistics. 

They don't tell the young people that! They're supposed to be brainwashed! They got to just believe 

Pelosi, what Pelosi says.  

 

The point is: they have the image of the savior which is themselves, and they have a narrative of the 

root of sin which is greed. What they believe, it's very similar to Confucianism, and very similar to 

other forms of religion.  

 

Let's say for example: “I believe the human person is fundamentally good, and so if we reach moral perfection, 

then I should be able to lead the entire world.” This is the philosophy in Buddhism, philosophy in 

Confucianism etc. The problem with this philosophy is that most religions believe that human beings 

are fundamentally good, and thus if they're brought to tyrannical power they can act in a good way, 

and that tyranny can lead in a good way - which of course never happens in history. Maybe you have 

a couple of good sunshine years in the beginning, but it always goes bad. 

 

 

Christianity is not a religion 

The point is what? Christianity stands against that, because Christianity is not a religion. Being a 

follower of Christ is a relationship, not a religion. We're not following a religion. 

We want to follow a relationship, 

We want to follow Christ, 

We want to follow True Father, 

We want to follow Jesus.  

This is our mission in life; it's not a religion!  

 

And the point is: with Christianity the beginning point starts at,”No! Human beings are not good; human 

beings are sinful! Every single last one of us has sin!” Sin is what? Not when we compare ourselves to 

Nazi Germany, or not when we compare ourselves to Stalin, or Lenin! No, no! Not when compared 

ourselves to those bad people; not when we compare to other people. We're comparing ourselves to 

the perfect Holy God! When we compare ourselves to the Ten Commandments, to the perfect and 
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Holy God, we've all lied. That makes us liars! Literally speaking, the bible says, “Liars will not be 

inheritors of the kingdom of God.” So, that means nobody's in! Because even if you told a white lie, it's 

still a lie! And even if you told one lie, you may think that's okay compared to other people, but it's 

not okay compared to the Holy God that never lies. Are you with me? You see what I'm saying? 

 

The people compare themselves to other people, and especially people on death row, “Well, I'm not 

badass. I’m better than people in jail,” or “I'm not as bad as that sexual molester or that rapist! I'm not that 

bad!” That's not the point! We have sin that is grotesque, monstrous, ugly and disgusting when it 

comes to the Holy God who doesn't have those sins! Are you with folks? That's what God is 

comparing us to! That's what the teaching of the Ten Commandments does! It doesn't compare us to 

other people; it compares us to the holiness and righteousness and purity of God!  

 

In the light of that, all our dirtiness, our sins are ready to come out! Any praise of, “Oh! Look how good I 

am!” or, “Look at the good works I've done!” or, “Look at what I've done for the poor!” etc, doesn't mean 

anything. The Bible calls them “dirty rags.” Our “works are as dirty rags,” especially boasting. They're 

like dirty rags. They're nothing compared to the purity and majesty and righteousness of the Creator 

who created this entire universe for us to inherit, and that we have sovereignty over. 

 

The point is: When God looks at us in the Christian worldview, He sees those who through free will 

choose to sin, choose to do evil. That's why there's a built-in mechanism especially in Christian 

constitutions or in a country like America that was based in Christianity - minus the sin of slavery; 

that was a sin, and of course they built in the system to get rid of it.  

But the point is: Christian - based systems fundamentally see that the human person is not trustable. 

At some point in power, they will need to be checked and balanced.  

 

That's why of course even the Cheon Il Guk Constitution has checks and balances right, and we know 

in the Cheon Il Guk Constitution, even Father's kingship line does not have absolute power. It doesn't 

have any military power; it doesn't have any legal legislative power. It's in the judicial branch. So it's 

only in one branch of government, and of course it has all the six different branches of government 

that are checking and balancing it. 

 

Even in the Kingdom Constitution, it reflects the nature of God's fundamental view of humanity. We 

are capable of good, but we need God's help. Amen! We can't do it ourselves! See, that's what the 

Constitution is! It helps us behave in a moral and righteous way, without trying to rob our neighbor, 

without trying to steal that which we have not earned, without trying to make government programs 

to make the illusion of fake that we're doing good things, but really want to steal money from the 

government which is stealing from the people. That's all falsity; that's all delusion and lie! That's false 

righteousness!  

 

And of course that's what the Bible shows. In the end this framework is a vision on how we see 

humanity in general; whether or not it is trustable with all the reins of power- which it is not because 

only God is trustable with that power. Amen! 
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And human beings are not! Human beings make errors; they're flawed. They can create this or that 

problems, etc, right. And the more power you get, the more temptations come, and the more problems 

rise, and the more issues come up, and more people try to get you and tear you down etc. That always 

happens, and it's always the same self-repeating process. 

 

But the point is: God's framework understands, “Okay! Yes, my children have great potential for good, but 

also great potential for evil!” Thus God gives us through grace, a place to return back to, come to Him, 

change our ways through the process of the Holy Spirit, so that we start not liking the sin that we do, 

not liking the sin that we are indulging in, not comparing ourselves to Hitler or some guy on death 

row. No! But comparing ourselves to a perfect and Holy God, and then we say, “Oh! Crap! I really got 

to start improving on this stuff! I got to start meditating,” and then the practice of sanctification comes, 

and training comes with that, and then now we're putting our effort in. 

 

Not so that we be saved by our effort, but so that we make God happy! The whole point is training, 

training, and getting better, having a stronger spousal blessing marriage relationship, having a 

stronger training with your kids and bonding with them! All those things, it's not only for the benefit 

of having good relationships -which it is, you get that tremendous benefit - but at the same time it is 

for bringing joy to God! Amen! 

 

Training to become a defender, training to know how to protect your body, and know how to protect 

other people! This is something, a service you are paying to society, because by becoming a better 

defender, able to defend, you may be the one that is called at a crazy critical moment, when some 

lunatic decides because he's been fired by this government agency -whatever the case may be-  that he 

wants to shoot everybody up. And you may be the only one there to stop it; you may be the only one. 

And depending on the situation, you may or may not have to move.  

 

But bravery will have to be there, 

Courage will have to be there, also  

Knowledge will have to be there, also  

Experience will have to be there, also  

Training will have to be there! Amen! 

All that will have to be there! 

 

And even if that doesn't happen that's okay; because you're still in the community of like-minded 

trainers, and like-minded protectors, right. And in the end, your life becomes more valuable because 

you learn those skills, and you pass them on to your children, and you strengthen them, you help 

them become more powerful for God and for protecting their neighbor. You see, that's the shepherd-

like culture, the shepherd-like mentality, where we are passing things forward. We're not, “What's in 

it for me? What's in it for me? What's in it for me?” No! We're passing things forward. If I got these skills, 

I'm going to pass them to these kids, and they're going to learn them up. But while they’re going to get 

the skills, they're going to learn the ethics there too, right. 
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Our martial arts’ couples 

So before we got down to Bike Week I told the boys, “Boys! Daytona Bike Week naked ladies are running 

around; g-string girls!  You got to watch out; keep your mind intact!” They're young, they just got married: 

they got a lot of sexual energy. You know what I'm saying? They're young alpha males; they got a lot 

of sexual energy. That's a good thing, but that's supposed to be targeted towards your wife, so she 

feels just an immense flood of love and interest and chasing all the time. All right, but that energy is 

supposed to be targeted in a certain place, nowhere else; anywhere else, this becomes evil. Amen! 

 

And the sisters now in PA, they're praying. Every day they call each other; every day they're giving 

reports, “What happened? What did we do? You know I'm thinking of you baby! I can't wait to get back to see 

you!” All that kind of stuff, right! That's the place where it should be! It should be unlocked in 

marriage and it should flourish in marriage! That's the place where it should be!  

 

And of course the spouses are training together! These are martial arts couples; these are couples that 

are training together. These are not couples that are just there; you know kind of there. No, these kids 

are training with their wife, they're training up their queen, they're raising her up; they're 

empowering her. They're getting up in the morning, and now Victor Moon, he got a baby. All these 

young guys they got babies coming. 

 

 

Giving their youth to their children 

They're giving their children the greatest gift, which is what? Their youth! Instead of throwing away 

their youth on beer and drugs and alcohol and STD-ridden prostitutes! No! No! They're not throwing 

away their life. They're giving their youth, investing it for the future, giving their youth to their 

children. So now their kids are going to be able to grow up with young parents who can do pull-ups 

with them, who can do push- ups with them, who can run and do Jiu-Jitsu and training with them. 

Their parents can do all that with the kids! What a great blessing that is! You don't even understand 

how much of a great blessing it is to have that kind of relationship with your parents! Amen! 

Of course, it's not like they're perfect or something; I'm not trying to boast them up and make them 

into gods or some of that.  

 

But the point is: they're investing in their relationships at a young age, investing in marriage at a 

young age, investing their youth into their children at a young age. And they become 40! 

 

All their friends who tried to make them feel jealous during their 20s and 30s, while they were playing 

and going to debt trying to go on a vacation and paying off their college loan, now they have a useless 

degree and they can't even get a job at Starbucks, or maybe Starbucks is the max they can get a job at. 

So now they're in debt at 40; they're just getting off their college loan debt. But now they have all these 

vacation debts; they have all these credit cards that they maxed out. And they are miserable at 40!  

 

Meanwhile, the younger people who invested smartly, wisely invested in skills, invested in marriage, 

invested in children, by the time they're 40, now they can do all these incredible adventures with their 
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kids! They can go to Palm Beach to swim with the dolphins or the sharks or whatever. They can go to 

Texas and hunt the catfish and hunt the hogs, with their children, not only their friends and neighbors. 

I'm talking with your children! There's another level, folks, when you get to do that type of training 

with your kids! Another level!  

 

That's not meant to make you feel guilty or say, “Oh! I don't have that possibility!” Don't compare! Your 

grandchildren may come, or you can be a mentor to somebody else. It doesn't matter. Whatever 

situation you're in, God can use you as a father figure as a mother figure, to raise up a person. Okay!  

 

But of course it's obviously lineage; we know the importance of lineage, and it's so much richer when 

you see your kids inheriting that tradition. I'm so blessed! I'm so blessed to see my kids! They love the 

outdoors! They love video games too, and they win and they win and they’re victorious, and all of 

that. But the more they train, and training becomes part of their blood, and training becomes part of 

their lifestyle, the less they get the addiction to video games. They realize that it's delusional; it's not 

real! 

 

What's real is this incredible wind, this pagoda that we're under, this thatched roof; this is real! These 

people are real, you see. This community is real. This is real! Reality! This is so much more exciting 

than fake digital a and b numbers that are on your digital screen flashing in different patterns! So 

much more exciting!  

 

And of course on a larger scale, understanding the larger political landscape also allows us to see the 

spiritual landscape in a sense, because Satan, he has his hands and feet in the world as well. You know 

the Bible says, “We are the hands and feet of God; we're the Body of Christ!” Paul uses that metaphor 

talking about the believers in Christ, “We are like the body; we are like the hands and the feet!”  

 

And people say, “Well, it's all in God's hands now!” Exactly! That means us! We're not the savior; we 

got to do it with God's help and direction. But we have to be mobilized to do our 5% to change the 

world, and that's always how it's happened. It's always happened by a small minority of people. 20 

people running around in Jerusalem with a Middle -Eastern Jew named Yeshua, who had no fame, no 

notoriety. He was a criminal; he was killed by capital punishment, and had literally no followers! 

That's the person that changed the entire world! (Amen! Applause) 

 

 

Survival training in nature 

True Father in North Korean Commie land! Father's born totally impoverished, has to feed homeless 

people bags of rice. As a child he wants to eat the rice, but his father is making him feed the people 

going through, because they're trying to make the pilgrimage down south! And of course, can you 

imagine crossing from north to south during the war time! Snow! Floridians, you don't know what 

snow is, but snow is very painful and it's very cold and it's white (Laugh) -that doesn't mean it's a 

white supremacist okay! It's very cold, it hurts a lot, and it can give you frostbite and make your 

hands turn black and blue, and literally you can die from it. 

-
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But Father had to go through it with no modern camping equipment, no synthetic down goose 

sleeping bags. Do you understand how cold it must have been sleeping at night? They had linen 

clothes, folks, linen; linen or cotton! Anybody who knows cotton, you all wear cotton in the tropical 

area, because you know that it wicks away sweat. But in a cold environment if you are wicking sweat 

and it’s absorbing into your clothing, what happens when the temperature dips at nighttime and it 

becomes freezing? Your clothing turns to ice; your clothing turns to a sheet of ice.  

 

You all know the survival rate: your body will lose heat through convective heat loss 27 times faster if 

it's wet! Now if you have ice on that, it's about 40 times! So you're going to see how terribly, terribly 

dangerous and painful that is!  

 

But imagine Father coming down from the north to the south! They don’t have wool! Wool was a 

luxury! We think wool is warm, but that's because you're using wool blanket in your house! I have 

slept outside in minus 7 degree Fahrenheit- that's like minus 21 Celsius -with just a wool blanket and a 

fire. It was the most painful night of my life! Most painful! Pain, pain, pain! I had minor frostbite. Two 

years; two years to get rid of the frostbite! So I know that cold is not a joke; it will kill you! And of 

course I couldn't sleep one ounce! I was just busy feeding the fire and rolling, warming this side, while 

this side is freezing, and turning and rolling on this side and then this side is freezing!  

 

Anyway, that's why training is good because you get to know and experience how harsh nature can 

be, and that's very important. That's why raising our kids in nature is good, not only in tropical 

environments which are easier, but in harsher nature as well. The reason why that's good is because it 

teaches your young kids and grand kids etc, that they're not in control. It doesn't matter whether you 

whine, kick and scream about a storm coming in; it is coming in. You can't change that unless you're 

the head of that government program HAARP, okay. Purportedly they're able to change that; I don't 

know. 

 

But anyway, the point is: you can't change that. You are at the mercy of the elements, and so you learn 

that you are not in control. You have to adjust to your environment, and you have to do proper steps 

to increase your survivability, and increase your living surroundings, whether that may be in a 

completely wild remote area. When we come here and do camping in these Florida RV- camp areas, 

you don’t know what's on the ground, okay, but you got a building there with a shower and a 

bathroom.  

 

When I was training the young people, we had no shower, no bathrooms; nothing! You got straight 

wilderness training, okay; you got to do all the stuff you got to do, and stay healthy in the wild with 

nothing, just a couple of accoutrements on you. 

 

But the point is: those kinds of things are important because they teach you that we are not in control, 

and when we're mature, we all know we are not in control of our lives. It goes sometimes this way, or 

it flops the other way. It could change in an instant! Tribulations or things can come up, and this or 

that situation can suddenly appear and now your life has gone in a totally different course. How 
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many people have experienced this? Okay! Yes! We’ve definitely experienced that, and Trump has 

definitely experienced that- let's put it that way. But it teaches you that we are not in control of 

everything.  

 

So we got to do what we can do to be able to increase our rate of survivability in those environments.  

We can start with things that we can do: 

We start with preparing better layers of covering.  

We start with preparing a better shelter.  

We start with preparing better tools for our kid.  

We prepare by getting a better investing in a good sleeping bag- whatever the case may be.  

 

 

Who does the Will of my Father 

The point is: you're taking powerful steps in what you can do now, instead of seeing the impending 

storm, the impending doom, the impending collapse coming, and saying, “Oh! I'm paralyzed! It's going 

to come anyway to destroy us all! I'm not going to do anything! I'm just going to worry about it!” No! You 

can take action, folks! And that's why taking that action, even as Jesus said, “Who is my mother? And 

who are my brethren? Whosoever shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and 

sister, and mother. (Matthew 12:48-50) And does the Will of my Father! 

 

It's amazing because God has prepared this incredible synergy of people who are prepers, who are 

patriots, who are Trump supporters, who are bikers - these people who are on the fringe of society, 

especially like the biker community. They were very, very, fringe community. Now through President 

Trump, for the first time, creating the “Bikers for Trump,” that has turned the bikers situation 

completely around. They used to be seen as outlaws and outcasts. Now the bikers, many of them 

Trump supporters, are seen in a positive light, which is incredible. I mean that's never been the case! 

Especially with black- leather wearing bikers; that's not been the case a lot. 

 

And even this is amazing, because look, even wearing the mask: you wear the bandanna on your face; 

you wear the big bandanna on your face, or you can even wear that style- like this; the bikers wear 

that. People robbing a bank used to wear that before they committed a crime! Now it is a crime not to 

look like a criminal! It's not really a crime, because you know, they're trying to enforce it, but people 

are resisting. Thank God! 

 

The point is: when we are able to see things coming down the pipeline, such as an attack… And we 

know Satan will always attack. Because he kicks and screams the hardest before he's about to lose, 

especially when it's a fight that's big, especially when it's the replacement of his satanic kingdom with 

a godly kingdom! Amen! That's a big change for him, and so he's going to kick and scream the hardest 

he can, he's going to fight, be nasty, curse and cuzz all up the wazoo.  

 

How many white folks are here? You white folks, you did a Trump rally! How many of you? (Hands 

up) Okay! You've been called “white supremacists,” and Nazis the nice trendy liberals right? They're 

---
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nice; they're supposed to be tolerant and nice! Look how angry, vicious and hateful they are! It's fake 

social justice! Fake caring for other people!  

 

 

Socialism Communism and private property 

No! Now they have eight degrees of whiteness! Have you seen this? Eight degrees of whiteness! Eight 

degrees of whiteness! This is what they're going to brainwash your kids in now. Why? Because you, 

white folks, the middle- class Christian white man, who is the one that pays the predominance of the 

taxes, guess what? You are now the target point for genocide, just like Hitler targeted the Jews! Why 

did he want the Jews?  

The Jews were blessed by God. They work very, very hard; they don't participate in licentiousness. 

Their Scripture teaches very clear, “Get married; don't play around in bad sex culture!” So they have a lot 

more energy; they're not wasting their energy in all that ridiculousness. They're working hard and 

they're feeling the blessings of God and they're entrepreneurs and they're successful etc.  So Hitler 

targeted them. He said, “Oh! That's a very rich population, and I can control them. Using the media I can 

create hatred against them,” and he said, “They're the ones that are stealing our wealth, they're the ones that 

are coming against the Germans; they are the intrusive insects that are coming in and destroying Germany, etc.” 

That's what he did!  

 

And he targeted Jews, why? Because he wanted to take their assets! And then what? Pay off the banks; 

because he had gotten into war debt by the funding of the big bankers. So always in the 20th century 

we will see there's a connection between genocide and banks. The genocide is the targeting of certain 

people, groups, to take their assets, take the money and then pay off the bankers. And of course they 

get a cut if they make that payment. The people who help them do that, they get a great cut as well. 

 

This also happened in the Cultural Revolution with Mao Zedong! The Chinese government started 

implanting Mao’s leaders in every local district, gave them centralized power, did not let the police 

persecute them, and then fed them with the ideology to start targeting landowners - land owners, 

folks! And they went up to the landowners saying, “Those landowners! See that landowner up on that hill; 

see him with that big property? He's the one who stole from you; he's the one who’s robbed you! You deserve 

that land! What makes him so great? He's the one who did that! Let's go get him!” 

 

And they mobilized the young people, got them riled up and angry because they're completely 

uneducated at that point and they followed that, and they ended up slaughtering hundred million 

plus! Hundred million plus! This was done at the hands of “trendy tolerant young people!” Not 

trendy or tolerant, right! Of course, they went against anybody who had familiar ties to Confucian 

values. Any values that would hold together a family, they would try to tear that apart.  

 

And of course the landowner was their key slogan, because you have to get rid of private property so 

that people cannot cling and develop their property for potential entrepreneurship and monetize their 

property and make a business out of their property, and create generational wealth with their 

property. You can't allow them to have that, because you need them to be slaves of the state. You 

understand folks? It's just the common system! It's the common system since Satan rules the world! 
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Now the point is: in the case with America as well, just like Mao Zedong targeted private property 

landowners, because they had assets and wealth, just like Hitler targeted the Jews because they had 

assets and wealth, now the Left has targeted white Christian, men and women, but predominantly 

men. You are the bad ones, you are the locusts, you are the white supremacists; you are the ones that 

need to be killed and genocided! And we have no sympathy for you if you die, if you get hit in the 

street while you're walking. You see what I am saying? 

 

This is what's happening! You got white folk just walking on the street and they get clubbed in the 

back of the head, fall straight on their face, have 15 bones broken in the face, and everybody's 

laughing at that! They think that's funny; they think that's okay. Why? “Because the white man has stolen 

from you!” No! No! They're filling people with lies and hate! Martin Luther King Jr. didn't talk about, 

“Oh! We want our community to come into power so that we can enslave the whites!” He didn't teach that! 

He said that every race and color can be as brothers together! (Amen! Amen! Applause)  

 

 

I will live with Christ 

That's coming from the Christian ethic! That's coming from the Christian ethic! That in Christ! In 

Christ, there is no more Jew or gentile; no more free or slave, no more man or woman! We're all one in 

Christ Jesus! We're one; we become one! But that doesn't mean we get to live by our own values and 

bring satanic values to Christ! No! It means we have to kill that which is tied to sin, and tied to Satan, 

and that's why Christ says, “He who dies for my sake will have life, and he who tries to seek to live will die!” 

Amen!  

 

He’s using that metaphor because we have to cut off our relationship with that satanic culture, and 

cling on to him and now fall in love! Not with sin; fall in love, not with licentiousness; fall in love, not 

with new experiences with new people - which is actually just boring and old, old, old, especially if 

it's sexual and that kind of evil self. No! No! It's just over and over the same old fraud! No! No! We 

have to be falling in love with a new relationship with Christ, a thing that gets richer, not only daily 

but eternally as well, and that fills us with not only temporary worldly purpose, but eternal value and 

eternal life! That is an incredible gift, folks! 

 

And that's why compassion for those who are lost is critical. It doesn't mean we take away people's 

free will; people have free will. But having compassion for those who are lost! Not so they can say, 

“Okay, now you have to accept me the way I am!” Whoa! No! No! God can save you the way you are, but 

you have to repent of your sin, you have to turn away from sin. You have to say, “I will die unto sin and 

I will come to life in Christ,” and you have to make him the center of your life; then you will start being 

sanctified. You can't bring Satanism into God; you can't bring sin near God! 

 

You will burn up. Don't think God will burn up because He's the Holy Ghost. You're going to burn up, 

and that's the purification process. But after that, we still have bad habits; we still have bad things that 

we've been fighting. But now we got to work on those things, one step at a time, and get better at it.  

That comes through training,  

That comes through reading the Word,  
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That comes through connecting to mature people in Christ, 

 

That comes from making that daily walk, making that daily effort, and doing it for His joy! Then we 

start getting sanctified, step by step we start changing, and before you know it three, four, five years 

later, you look back saying, “Oh! My goodness! I became a totally different person!” How many people 

have experienced that? A lot of us have experienced that in our lives!  

 

We completely change from where we have come from to where we are now, because of the 

sanctifying Spirit of God and of course the salvation of grace, His love that covered us even while we 

were sinners as the Scripture says, “He loved us even while we were sinners, and called us unto Himself so 

that he would bring us away from death and into life.” So it's incredible, the love of God! Power is in the 

love of God, and of course He doesn't want to stop there.  

 

So we're not just like effusive, gushy weak people saying, “Love, love, love, love, love!” No! The fake 

liberals, they do that too, “Oh! We love, love, love, love, everything. “But, “Of course, we hate white men, 

and of course we hate Republicans and Trumps supporters!” They hate a lot of things, even though they say, 

“Love, love, love, love.” 

 

The point is: you can't just love, love, love, love, everything. God loves people and that's why He hates 

sin! He hates evil, because evil separates people from God! Are you with me, folks? And that's why 

God hates evil, and that's why His people fight against evil, and that's why the Left and the Commies 

hate Christianity. Because Christianity creates people who are loving, who are kind, who are 

righteous or trying to be righteous, but they're also strong; they're hard to control by the state.  

 

Christianity builds up marriage, it builds up family; it tells parents and children, and husband and 

wife to be in strong relationships and to be united with God, centered on God - centered on God! It 

teaches that! 

 

 

European Beta Males 

It’s so unlike Communism, which can:  

tear things down  

tear families apart  

tear marriage apart  

tear gender apart  

tear male and female apart. 

 

It can destroy stuff, but it can't create anything. What's left in the wake of that destruction is societal 

collapse: it's the crash of the dollar; it's the crash of society in general. Because no society can function 

in that kind of dysfunctional state, and of course it can’t compete with radical strong cultures like 

Islam, like other type of cultures which are very Alpha Male, but they're very oppressive and they're 
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highly centralized in terms of government. But they are very strong in terms of violence; there can be 

very strong armies and powerful forces. 

 

Who can fight against that? Look at Europe! They got so weak; they got so left. The men became Beta 

Males, and the men don't even know what being a man is about, or being a Viking or a strong man; 

that's all been demonized. You got European guys who used to walk around with the big Viking 

things, and of course you know nobody wants them to drag around their wife with their hair or 

something like that! That's terrible! No! No! That's not the point. 

 

The point is: they should be embracing their masculinity. The bad sides, they can throw away, but 

they have to embrace that masculinity. And the Europeans they lost that. They got brainwashed by 

social Marxism; they got brainwashed to be weak. They got conquered by the crazy feminists who are 

control freaks, and of course, want to destroy the freedom of conservative women, they want to 

destroy the freedom of the girls to choose another side especially conservative, and of course they 

want to destroy and reign over men. This is of course is the final equation. 

 

Now, you may be able to weaken a population through education as you did in Europe, but then a 

stronger population with Alpha Males will come, and they won't listen to you. They will destroy you; 

they will take you over. That's how it happens over time. So you need strong males in the society; 

strong men are critical for the safety of society, especially against strong Alpha Male evil cultures, of 

which there are many.  

 

 

Father & Alpha Males 

That's why God calls us to be loving, compassionate, but also strong as the Shepherd is, and how 

Father was. You know they wanted to portray Father as he was some kind of liberal college professor 

or something like that. He would whoop your booty! Do you understand? Father was an Alpha Male 

Alpha Male! People used to say, “Oh my gosh, why is Father always hanging around those smelly fishermen? 

Why is he going out and hanging around the gamblers and prostitutes, trying to save them?”  Well, why was 

Jesus trying to hang around the gambling and the prostitutes, trying to save them? You understand 

what I’m saying? 

 

Father is a strong man, and normal society sees him as some kind of a monster. They see him as some 

kind of beast, some kind of person that's perpetrating “male toxicity!” No! Father is raising up men to 

be stronger, so that they can become kings and priests! Amen! That's what he's doing here with the 

Three Kingships, the Cain and Abel unity, micro and macro, the Three Kingships line, and all the 

Cheon Il Guk kings and queens united as one!  

 

We're protecting the Alpha Male presence of God, the Alpha Male presence of the Father. Why? 

Because a good father, a strong father, a loving father but a deadly father, is a benefit not only to his 

sons, but also to his daughters. The daughters also get a benefit, because they learn what the warrior 

code is too. They learn what it means, that they have to not only depend on other people to defend 
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them; they have to maybe at some point defend somebody else. They have to protect life as a police 

woman or as a militia woman; they have a sense of responsibility and that is critical. 

 

That's why our Father is so precious! He gave us that sense of responsibility, that sense of training. 

 Go out into nature!  

Conquer the oceans!  

Conquer the mountains!  

Conquer the jungles!  

Conquer the Amazon!  

Not to rule over and destroy it! That's ridiculous!  

 

That's what the government does! The government is the greatest polluter of wildlife in the world; by 

the way, did you know that? Because they run the nuclear power plants, which inflicts the greatest 

damage to the environment! So actually your loving government, which is political Satanism, is the 

greatest polluter. Meanwhile they will tax you and fine you if you drop olive oil onto your porch! 

That's hyperbole, okay, that's hyperbole! 

 

But the point is: you understand what I'm saying? The point is: they're the greatest polluter! It's like 

Osama Bin Laden creating the anti-terrorism bill and saying, “Aren't you happy I created the anti-

terrorism bill!” 

Election integrity! The Democrats creating the bill for election integrity is like Osama Bin Laden -

who's dead; I understand he's dead- who would create an anti-terrorism bill! It’s the same kind of 

lunacy!  

 

But of course everything is flipped! All these political Satanists, all they want to do is invert reality. 

Because they have to confuse you, they have to delude you, they have to make you think that up is 

down and down is up, left is right and right is left, evil is good, and good is evil! No! “It doesn't even 

matter you know, good can be good. It depends on how you feel, and evil can be evil. It depends on how you feel! 

Whatever you make it!” 

 

No! No! You're not God! You don't get to determine what is good and evil! God determines what is 

good and evil, and then we have to adjust to that and make society conform to that. And that's not 

done through centralized government, Communist Socialism. 

 

Father spent billions of dollars teaching Victory over Communism across the world through the 

Washington Times, Tempos del Mundo,  Segye Ilbo, Sakai Nippo, etc, and through all the related 

training that we did in Russia, China, South America, Europe, etc. Billions! Which minister in the 

world spent billions of dollars fighting communism? Yet we didn't know why he did that! We didn't 

know. “Why is Father doing all this?” No! No! Now we see very clear, right! It's always 20- 30 years 

later that we see what Father was doing, because at the time it's like a whirlwind; it's the midst of 

battle. We don't know exactly what's going on. But after 20 years, and the dust settles, then we are like, 

“Oh my goodness! Whoa! This was a critical fight!” And if we don't fight this fight, the whole world goes 
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to hell in a hand basket. The whole world goes to destruction; the whole world comes under the iron 

fist of tyranny!  

 

 

The Rod of Iron Kingdom 

People here at the Rod of Iron Kingdom, the Rod of Iron Kingdom is not an iron fist!  

 

The Rod of Iron Kingdom is: all the citizens of the Kingdom of God being kings and priests, being 

armed citizens that are protecting one another, and they have a general ethic of training, and “Loving 

God and loving your neighbor.” You are protecting your neighbor! The reason for your armament is not 

so you can be on Instagram - which you can be, and that's fine; there's nothing wrong, okay. But the 

main reason is because you may be the one that has to save Sally; you may be the one who has to save 

Johnny walking down the street, and some lunatic pulls out a gun, tries to mug him. You may be the 

one. Amen! 

 

That's the reason why the training is there! The training is there not so that only we can get stronger -

which we do - and we unlock the epigenetics. You get better in many things; your life becomes richer. 

The Queen was testifying to the young queens the other day, about her different kinds of training, like 

the skydiving training, the shooting training, the jiu- jitsu training. She did that very seriously for two 

or three years, etc... Now motorcycle training! These motorcycles, you can die in! You get tapped, you 

go down; you can die quickly. In Florida, in the last year alone, I think there were 500 fatalities with 

motorcycles. So, these are things you can die in quickly!  

 

But the point is: by doing all this training, she has been able to unlock the epigenetics that God has 

given her. She didn't want to do it because of her natural instinct as an artist; she didn't want to do 

that. She was never a physical person, never a martial artist. But after she got the training, now she is 

in a sisterhood of martial artists, now there's a brotherhood of martial artists; she's in that whole 

culture and she sees she's not scared now. She went hog hunting; she did great in manipulating that 

rod of iron. In the chaos, in the squealing and the shouting and the lights flashing, she was not 

freaking out, saying, ”Aah!” and shooting all of us! She was not doing that! She stayed in dominion of 

her mind, and under chaos she was “pow, pow, pow!” She was able to get those Jihadi hogs and get 

those pigs; she was able to hit them.  

 

But the point is: she became a different person. The training helps people unlock their epigenetics, so 

now their whole perspective is different; the amount of pain they can endure is much different. Our 

girls who are doing the training, or they're regular and they're training hard two three years, then they 

have a baby. One of our sisters up there, she had her first baby in three and a half hours! Three and a 

half hours! Ladies, y'all know how crazy that is! First baby in three hours! Whoo! You never heard 

that, right? Home delivery, three hours! 

But she's a tough one! She was one of our toughest girls! All the girls feared her like death; they didn't 

want to fight that girl. She is a tough one! 
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But the point is: since she's tough and she learned how to do training and since she learned how to do 

Peace Police Peace Militia training, and real martial arts combat training, now when she had the baby 

she said, “It was easy; no problem! It's like doing a couple of sparring matches!” That's what another one of 

our sisters said!  

So they got stronger; their pain tolerance went up. They don't complain over small things. They now 

became warrior women! A different species than kids who are untrained; they're not able to unlock 

those things, and they have them locked in. It's not good! 

 

So there is an incentive to train their people, to train everybody up, so there are less negligent 

discharges, so there are higher rates of success when bad guys try to do things. You see, this is not 

only scientific, but it matches up with God's ideal of loving God first, that is loving the whole 

Kingdom; loving God, the Creator of the universe, and then also loving your neighbor, loving people. 

That doesn't mean you let them do whatever they want. You don't say, “Oh! Loving murderer, come and 

murder me and let your pleasure delight!” No! You have to stop him because it's bad for him to indulge in 

such sinful and demonic acts; it's worse for his eternal soul that he’d do that. So you have to stop him! 

 

And the Bible allows for self-defense, and for a Christian to be able to stop and defend; there are even 

many episodes where they defend Jerusalem from invading armies. Of course Christ himself had 

armed people around him. That's why Peter was able to cut off the ear of the Roman soldier, because 

he didn't ban the disciples from having weapons. 

 

The point is: it's not enough just to have it. We have to be in the spirit of training, but also involving in 

the activities of practice. Because as you train then you get involved in the culture of the warrior and 

of the shepherd, and by getting involved in that culture then you understand, “Ah! This is not just a 

tool; this is like literally a life-saving device!” It's like an EKG that can jump a heart or something like that. 

It can literally stop somebody with malintent, with evil and demonism in his heart, trying to kill and 

snuff out other people for no reason.  

 

You can stop that type of evil, not because you're super- powerful, but because you're trained and you 

have ability through unlocking your epigenetics. But it's not because you just want to do it for the 

training; you had a higher purpose and a higher calling to be more like the Father, to be more like a 

shepherd, to be more like a defender of people. And because you had that higher purpose it 

motivated your small actions to get training, and because of that higher purpose and small training, 

when that situation arose you are the one that God called to stop it. Amen! 

 

You see how it all works together? It has to work with a higher purpose, but it has to also be working 

with the small training. A small training helps develop the higher purpose to match with a higher 

level of capability. And the more capable the citizens are in Cheon Il Guk, the more capable the 

citizens are in general, the harder it is for wolves and predators to destroy you and your family and 

your neighbor whom you may not like - and you don't like his dog either, but that's okay. It'll be 

harder for him to destroy you. 
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That's very important because God's Kingdom is that type of kingdom. It's not a centralized body 

kingdom. It is you and me defending each other, even though we may not agree on this or that, or 

even though we had a disagreement on the fence or some bush in your yard coming over to my yard- 

fine, whatever. But when Osama Bin Laden is coming, I'm going to get him for you, and you're going 

to get him from me. Amen! (Amen!) Right, that doesn't matter; you put the beefs aside. 

That's why I love brother Sose (Sose the Ghost sosetheghost.com/ ) We're going to be meeting him 

down in Daytona. He's a big biker diamond 1%er, big club down there and you know, he's spreading 

a powerful message to the biker community. He's saying, “Look bikers, we got to get out of these wars!” 

Hells Angels, Mongols, you know they have different wars, and battles that they’ve been historically 

in. So he says, “We got to put that to the side, otherwise when these people come and take us, we're all going to 

die, hanging separately!”  

It's like the message the Founding Fathers were speaking! But now these kinds of Abel-type leaders in 

the biker community, in the patriot community, in the Trump supporters’ community, in the different 

communities are now speaking it, and they're now teaching it. And they're now saying, “Hey! We got 

to unite, because if we don't unite now, the Commies are coming; they've already taken all three branches of 

power and they're not going to give it up. So, it's absolutely critical that at this time we are standing together, 

we are praying together!” 

Cheongseong is so important 

That's why we're here at this place, to find a holy ground, at least where people from overseas if they 

come to Florida, or other folks, interstate coming in through the state, they can come stop here be near 

the whole area. Who knows? If there's a north and south split -which may happen, or may not- civil 

war, north - south split! You know in the Civil War, there were two capitals in the 1800s. Same here! It 

could be that Florida becomes some kind of capital area! Who knows? Who knows? That can happen! 

That can happen! In that case already God is preparing expansion into Texas, expansion into Florida 

and creating bases of operation so that micro and macro can be working in concert even tighter and 

closer than last cycle- even though we fought so hard for President Trump. 

And I want to give a shout out to J- team, K- team, E- team, A- team. Let's give it up for all the teams 

fighting hard! (Applause) It's not because we worship Trump or anything like that, but because we 

want a candidate that represents freedom, and is standing for God-given rights and protection of the 

innocent and the young and marriage etc. 

But the point is: that fight was so important and it's not seeds thrown in the wind. Those seeds get 

carried by the wind; they may land on hard rock, they may land on sand; they may land in the thistle 

thorns and bushes. But some may land in good soil as you heard from the parables. Some may land in 

good soil, and many did land in good soil!  

There are so many hearts that are so grateful to our J-team, or K-team, or different teams out there 

protesting around! You folks met people in the different rallies that said,  
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“Thank you for what you're doing!  

Thank you for standing for my country!  

Thank you for standing for America!  

Thank you!”  

 

You see what I'm saying? None of that is wasted, even though President Trump at the final hour, he 

had his 5% responsibility to go arrest the Commies with his commander-in-chief powers. Because they 

have a list of federal crimes that they have committed that is longer than this ocean view, okay; they 

have a long list. But of course the swamp is against that, because most of them have become criminal. 

It's a criminal class, so they don't want to arrest each other. 

 

Anyway, the point is: at the last minute he wasn't able to do that! But that cheongseong did not end 

there. Amen! 

 

That cheongseong and that investment and that love, God used  

to touch the patriot community,  

to touch the Trump family, 

to touch the biker community,  

to touch the gun community,  

the veteran community;  

all these communities got touched!  

And without us knowing in many different ways, all these new synapses and neural pathways and all 

these new avenues, and doors are being unlocked and opened, which we cannot see, folks! 

 

So we have to understand that, even in the fight, and David had to do this in the case of Ziklag. He 

could not just sit and believe what he saw, because all he saw was a musty old cave and a whole army 

trying to come and kill him. No! He believed in what God's promise was! Amen! And he said, “Even 

though this army is coming against me, and I have to hide in this cave. God is leading me, and I'm going to 

follow God and His will!” And eventually David was able to be successful. 

He also made mistakes at the end, which of course we will not commit, because we know them in 

advance. It's always better to know the trap in advance, and that helps you avoid the trap. “Hey, Hey! 

When you're walking down that trail, there's a trip wire right there; avoid it!” “Okay, thank you for the notice!” 

And then you go there. Or like when you're driving, people give you a double high beam on the other 

side! They're saying, “There's a cop trap coming up; speed trap coming up!”Okay! You're helping each 

other out! That's a decentralized way of helping each other out from robbery! (Laughter) 

 

But the point is: within the kingdom is that organic way of helping one another, but it comes when we 

have a higher purpose, we have daily training, and daily study of the Word.  

And being excited, folks. It's so important! You all always hit me with that # murder sloth, # thou shall 

kill sloth, in the morning1 Thank you for that! You all hit me with that nice # murder sloth! But that's 

important!  
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You got to get excited! 

You got to get excited about the day, even though it's a bad situation. There's a storm coming? Get 

excited! Feel that wind! Lean into it! Let's go baby! Put the rain on! You got to get excited, folks, and 

that's what it's all about. Because in the end Trump may have lost one time; God has not lost! God has 

not lost! God has won! (Applause) God will use the Trump movement and President Trump again, so 

that he can fulfill His will. 

 

Now, it's going a different way. It could have gone this way, but now it's going plan B which may 

have rocky roads down the way, which is wise to prepare for, folks! Many, many harsh and 

dangerous rocky roads! But at the same time, even though that's the case, we should not live in 

anxiety! We should be excited to be alive in epic time, and excited to get up every day and even, “Hey! 

You know, maybe we didn't get it done, and now it's getting bad. So hey, let's get excited about getting it done!” 

Right, and get on it, get to it, get those repetitions in, get that prayer in, get that training in; everything 

matter, especially as things come to a collision.  

 

Two civilizations are going at 80 miles an hour in the opposite direction! So, at some point there’s 

going to be a crash. But people who are prepared for that crash will be in a higher percentage of being 

able to survive, and thrive and succeed through that, through God's strength. Now all of us need 

God's strength and God's wisdom and discernment at this time. Amen! 

 

Because we're not making centralized orders and. “You have to do this and this and this!” No! Everybody 

is led by the Spirit to prepare. But I just want to stimulate you, give you a little stimulating bzz, bzz, 

bzz, lightning rods, so that you feel, “Oh, man! This is a crazy exciting epic time! I’d better get ready, baby! 

I'd better get excited for this, because this is it! We are in the final chapter of the Book, and His Kingdom is 

coming, and the Kingdom of God is at hand!” Lord, have mercy! So, we have to be excited about that, 

every day when we wake up in this epic time! 

 

Yes, there are bad clouds coming! Democrats and the Leftists and the Commies are doing crazy things, 

and they will continue to do so! Yes, patriots may lose their lives in the upcoming years, because the 

Commies don't want it to get up to midterms and then lose in the midterms and then lose the 

presidential in 2024. So, they probably are going to try to start a civil war, do false flags; detonate 

explosives. They probably will try to do those kinds of things. 

 

Because you understand, historically when Commies have power, they use all the levers of power to 

effect and stabilize and fortify and guarantee their future. And of course if it's taken away, all the 

patriots’ money, all their potential resources, all the power that they once had, is going to be gone. So, 

a smart man will be preparing for the worst case, but also understanding and be praying for the best 

case. But also even in the midst of that, not be filled with the spirit of fear! “God has not given us the 

spirit of fear, but of power, of love and of a sound mind!” 

 

So even in the midst of that craziness, still we can have a sound mind. Hey, if you're feeling confused 

ask God, “God, please give me a sound mind! Please give me a sound mind! Don't let me stabilize on these 

fears; don't let me feel all this anxiety! No! God give me a sound mind!” Come out to the ocean! Feel that 
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breeze; breathe in the fresh air. God will start calming you down. He said, “Be still and know that I'm 

God!”He's right there! 

 

God has not forsaken us. He's right there with us! In this battle, in this fight,  

We are not alone, folks!  

President Trump is not alone,  

America is not alone,  

Conservatives are not alone!  

God is standing with us! 

And this country, that was fortified and started on the basis of Judeo-Christian culture and principles 

and Constitution -minus slavery; that was a sin- but the country that was founded on that, God still 

wants America to be the strength! Why?  

 

Because if it doesn't, if it dies and they allow the dollar to collapse and they set up all flags to start a 

civil war, and they start trying to arrest patriots because they won't give up their guns, and they start 

shooting and there's gunfights and killing and death, then what will happen? Of course in that 

scenario it could get very bad very quick; very, very, quick! But then of course they wanted it to go 

quick, because again they don't want to lose their branches of power, which they have.  

 

But even though it goes that way, folks, we still have to remain secure in our faith! 

 

Look, what's the worst thing that a man can do to you? The worst thing a man can do is kill you; that's 

it! That's all they can do! That's the only thing they can do to you! They can only kill the flesh but they 

can never kill the spirit of God that lives within, and as Paul said, “Do not fear the man who can kill your 

body, but fear he who can throw your soul into hell!”That's whom we should fear! And that fear of God is 

a respect of God, a reverence of God which then gives us wisdom to live life in pursuit of eternality, 

not life in pursuit of temporary pleasure. Amen! 

 

 

Resist the Devil 

So it is a crazy time folks, and of course it's great to see all Florida. You can see I get excited when I get 

the Holy Ghost, and I talk about it. Because it's crazy, it's epic; it's scary. But still it's powerful, and it's 

a time of testing. And we can do it! It doesn't mean we all go through it, and we all are guaranteed to 

live! No! We may all have to be like Jesus; he put himself up as a sacrifice. All the patriots have to be 

willing to pay the ultimate price, just like every combat vet that's out there, and every war fighter 

that's out there. You're fighting a nasty enemy that is here to kill, maim and destroy. They're not here 

to play patty cake with you! They're here to destroy the conservatives; they're here to genocide white 

Christian males who are married and have children! And that's not Al Bundy! 

 

But the point is: this is a real warfare, real warfare, and in that type of warfare people have to be brave. 

We have to have courage, as the Bible says, “Be strong and of good courage! Be strong and of good courage!” 

“Submit yourselves unto God! Resist the devil; resist the devil and he will flee!” You remember that?  
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So if people learn how to resist socialism, Communism, political Satanism, he can only be temporarily 

in power; only temporary. It can never last because it's not the eternal kingdom; it's the satanic 

kingdom. If people do not resist, then Satan's kingdom comes and it destroys humanity. Then their 

power can last longer; but even in that case, it can't last forever. 

 

Because they always are in fighting; they're always stabbing each other in the back. “There's no honor 

in a den of thieves!”They're based on lies, they're based on corruption; they fundamentally hate one 

another too. They're just using one another to get more money resources; they’ll stab each other on the 

back as soon as they get the power. So in the end they kill themselves, folks! In the end, they are the 

plague, the cancer, the death that is upon humanity that's being packaged to America as something 

good and a medicine! No!  

 

It is the black plague, it is death, and its aids, it is syphilis; it is the worst of all the plagues you can 

jumble up into one, and then throw it on a population! It's the worst! Why! Because it kills our 

relationship with our Creator; it kills our relationship with God Almighty and gives that over to the 

state. And that is a bunch of the most psychopathic, corrupt, self-absorbed people who want that type 

of power that actually go into office! 

 

Most normal people don't want to do that! No! Most normal people just want to have kids and raise a 

family, and then have fun in the backyard and do barbecues! That's what we enjoy! But these 

psychopaths don't enjoy that! They think that's too mundane; they think that's too lowly! They've got 

to rule over people, and tell them what to do, and tell them they can wear a mask, no mask, wear a 

mask now, and everybody's going to obey! “Take your clothes off; put them on! Take it out; put it on! Take 

it out!”  

 

Now China's doing anal swabs! This is crazy, folks! Do you understand? No! I'm not joking! China is 

doing anal swap! You guys y'all got to keep up with the newsman! You think I'm crazy? You're the 

crazy one if you don't understand! China is doing anal swap testing for coronavirus right now! You 

see, people don't know. This is the lunacy, folks!  

 

It just gets worse and worse; the more you bend over to bullies and Socialism, Communism, the worse 

it gets! It never gets better! The more you bend over to political Satanism, it only gets worse; it never 

gets better!  

 

People have to learn how to resist that; resist it, resist it! That resistance is powerful because it's an 

internal commitment that, “I'm not going to obey you! The government is not God! I have something above 

you that supersedes you and I have my allegiance to Him! And that's why I'm resisting you who are claiming to 

be Him, because you are not Him!” You understand what I'm saying, folks?  

 

That fundamental determination, and will, that you have made in your heart as a patriot, as a person 

for God, as a kingdom king and priest, as a citizen of Cheon Il Guk, etc, that's the internal 
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commitment, and that is the power, folks! Because that is God within us; that is His power flowing 

through us! 

And that is the only thing that can stop Socialism Communism and political Satanism! 

Let's pray: 

 

 

Pastor Sean’s Prayer: 

 

Father God, we thank You for this day that we are here in this beautiful breeze, and we are now facing 

a storm that's coming our way. But God, we're excited and we are on fire for You! Your kingdom is 

coming, and we have power, animated through the Holy Spirit, for this incredible animated contest of 

liberty! We are not afraid or scared!  

 

There are bullies and there are crazies in the Lefties that try to make us scared, and call us names and 

bigots and homophobes and then Nazis and white supremacists, etc, even though we're not even 

white. But they do that for the simple reason that they think it works; because it works on people like 

them who are weak-minded. But we have a sound mind strong in You! And none of those weak 

things can affect us! 

 

That is why the Christian community, the Body of Christ, must become stronger, better shepherds; 

now armed citizens, now people able to fend off Socialism Communism, and a potential civil war that 

they may try to start. All the Christians in the Body of Christ must be participants, just like the 

preachers in the Black Robe Regiment during the Revolutionary period; all the pastors, all the Black 

Robe preachers and Methodists and evangelical preachers, that rose up with their congregations and 

stood up against the British. This is the same spirit right now that all the pastors and all the citizens in 

the Body of Christ need for this hour!  

 

God, we are facing a civilization that wants to: 

wipe out the Christian family,  

wipe out Christian marriage,  

wipe out the biblical version of male and female,  

wipe out the protection of the innocents in the womb,  

wipe out the institutions of the covenant of marriage which is male and female!  

All those things they want to destroy, the fundamental pillars of a healthy civilization, they want to 

destroy, and bring in dysfunction, bring in lunacy, bring in psychological illness, and call that normal! 

 

But we will not stand for that! We will resist it, even if popular culture and media beats upon us, and 

harangues us, and harasses us, and curses us, and trolls us day in and day out! It doesn't matter 

because they have no power! Their power is fleeting, their power is impotent; their power is weak. 

Because he who has the Holy Spirit within, has the Fire of God which will defeat all arrows of the 

Devil! 
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So, God, arm us with the armor of God right now as Ephesians chapter 6 says “with the helmet of 

salvation, the loins girt about with truth, the breastplate of righteousness, the shield of faith, the sword of the 

spirit, the feet shod with the preparation of the Gospel of peace!” 

 

We are holy warriors and a holy army that is standing for You and for Your Kingdom and for Your 

culture and for Your civilization, and we will not back down and will resist till the end that means 

eternality; till the end to stand with You against that which is evil!  

 

We thank You for giving us this day of fellowship and also study. We thank You for animating us 

with the Word of God, and we pray that these words will lie deep in our heart, and also stimulate us 

to take action and train and stand up and get excited about being a patriot, a king and priest in Your 

Kingdom, and to be a son and daughter of Almighty God!  

 

Thank You, Father! Thank you Jesus, and we thank You, with the Three Kingships and with all the 

kingship lines that are gathered here. We thank You. We offer this report to You in our own names, 

and we pray in Your precious name! Amen! Amen! And aju!  

 

All right, folks! Let's give it up for God! Hug your neighbor! Welcome them! 

 


